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Surveillance of PPR in Russia
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Active surveillance in susceptible hosts
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Sheep and goat
Testing

Wild life testing
Tur, Mongolian gazelle, Siberian ibex, Roe deer



Active surveillance 
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Serum and blood 
Testing

Annually 20000-25000 samples 

Nasal sample testing 
from sheep and goats

Annually 300-400

Fecal sampling

Annually 50 samples



Passive surveillance
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Suspect 
symptoms

Carcasses of 
possible hosts

Fecal samples 
in the wild
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Laboratory testing
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ELISA

Virus neutralization

Sequencing

Real time PCR



Real time RT- PCR by ARRIAH
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Superior sensitivity and specificity

Detection of all genotypes

User-friendly set-up and competitive price 

Validated by WOAH reference lab in CIRAD



Real time RT- PCR by ARRIAH
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In use since 2018

Successful rounds of annual proficiency testing by CIRAD
(France) since 2019
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Laboratory testing and genetic analysis
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Figure  Unrooted neighbor-joining phylogenetic tree showing relationship between the identified PPRV isolate Mongolia/2021 and 
the currently available N gene sequences in GeneBank database, representing the four genotypes. Mongolia/2022 is shown with a 
triangle



Molecular testing

ORF

Mineral poisoning

Parasites Sheep pox

Bluetongue

FMD
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Differential tests 
in FGBI ARRIAH

Pasteurellosis



Raising awareness on 
PPR vigilance

Participants per year Regions Liflets and educational print-outs

44 801700 500
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Raising Evaluation of ARRIAH PPR vaccine
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Raising Evaluation of ARRIAH PPR vaccine
 The ARRIAH vaccine strain is equally efficient as Nigeria75/1 vaccines against a virulent  Mongolian strain 

 No adverse reactions post vaccination

 No viremia, no virus shedding post vaccination

 Good protection and safe profile

The effective alternative for curbing and controlling PPR in affected countries in the context of efforts to eradicate PPR 
by 2030



Services provided by FGBI ARRIAH

Laboratory testing for and virus isolation of PPRV,
sequence analysis

Webinars and workshops on PPRV diagnosis, surveillance and
eradication

PPR vaccine production and evaluation in an animal facility
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Thank you for your attention


